
HOW TO WRITE A SHORT STORY FOR CHILDREN

How to Write Children's Short Stories. Stories for children have risen in popularity with the Harry Potter series, as well as
recent celebrity children's stories.

Get up earlier or stay up later. It helps you love life, it helps you relax, it helps you cook up interesting stuff in
your head. If yes, then the first person might be a good choice. STEP 9. Why am I telling you all of this?
Chapter books, for example, usually end each chapter with a cliffhanger, to ensure the reader keeps turning the
pages. So, make sure you do your research before hand and see what possible types of kids books you can
create. What do you like about them? If you hear someone talking about a funny or a difficult situation, jot a
note in your book. Ask your child how the conflict in their story pans out. Or if the story was a fairy tale,
suggest that the child write his or her own version. Even listening to neighborhood kids playing outside can
help you learn how they talk. Will their main character be a child, an adult, or even an animal? People who say
they're too busy to write often watch an hour or two of TV a day, browse random Internet sites, or click every
YouTube link their friends send. Unlike many adults, kids are perfectly willing to suspend their belief when it
comes to stories. Our society is rushed, harried and running late. Once the child has chosen a topic, help him
or her create a storyboard. The ability to generate ideas is a skill that can be learned, just like riding a bicycle
or hitting a golf ball. Yes, but worth it if you can manage it. Beware of judging yourself against the great work
you read. Either way is fine, but it helps to be flexible with the plot and make changes whenever required.
Yes, but she shows us that if you really want to write, there's always a way to find time. Pretty extreme? You
can find all the time you need to write just by doing it before you turn on the TV or check your e-mail. For
example, you might ask the child what will happen at the beginning, middle, and end of his or her story or
where the story will take place. Children's book and magazine editors expect well developed characters,
engaging plots, and vivid description, all in a very small package. If kids ask to read it over and over again,
you can consider your story a success.


